Finite element simulations of different hamstring tendon graft lengths and related fixations in anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.
As one of the most frequently used grafts in anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction, hamstring tendon (HT) grafts are prepared with different lengths and fixed by specific fixations in knee joints. However, there are incomplete studies to investigate both the joint kinematics and graft biomechanics in the ACL reconstructions with different HT graft lengths. In this paper, three different graft lengths (i.e., 30, 50, and 70 mm) were developed in the ACL reconstruction and analyzed using finite element method under two usual clinical test loads (i.e., 134 N anterior tibial drawer and pivot shift test load). The different mechanical properties of the corresponding fixations were also considered for each graft length. It was revealed that the change in HT graft length would cause different strain and stress results in the grafts, but did not greatly influence joint stabilities under the two clinical test loads. The graft reaction force at the femoral fixation was always greatly lower than that at the tibial fixation regardless of load and graft length. The comparison of stress and strain results also indicated that more graft tissues inside the femoral and tibial tunnels could decrease the stress and strain values at the femoral and tibial fixation sites, respectively.